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Leading software firm Antrow has assured an easy and affordable solution
to larger MS-Access database with its premier MS-Access database to
web conversion service that is 70 percent faster to the contenders.
Expanding MS-Access Database is any day a glitch forcing many
businesses to hire pricey IT Consultants for new hardware and larger
databases. But not any more! Top software company Antrow has assured
a more affordable and effective solution to the problem now with its
industry-leading MS-access database migration to the web. The company
has recently created a stir in the tech world by providing an extremely
economical migration that is as much as 70% faster compared to the
competitors. One of the best parts of MS-access database conversion to
the web is that it enables the users to use the database on any device,
including tablet or mobile or PC. Antrow has promised no compromise
with the data and functionality of the database due to the conversion
service. The converted database can be accessed from anywhere in the
world with an internet connection. “We know outgrowing MS-Access
database is a problem for any business but you don’t need to hire
expensive developers to solve the problem. We aim to be your trusted
partner here with our MS-Access database migration service where we
will convert your database into web in a much quicker and cost-effective
way. And yes, we can do it 70% faster than our contenders. We will
support you with a modern website bustling with the same familiar
functionality of your existing MS-Access database. The only thing is that it
would be ‘online’ so that you have the facility to use it, edit it or delete it
from just anywhere in the world”, stated the leading spokesperson from
Antrow. The current leader in MS-Access conversion, the company holds
over 15 years of experience in converting 500+ MS-Access databases to
fully-functional websites and/or cloud solutions. Antrow is known for
highly affordable one-to-one migration with its own proprietary .Net MSAccess framework and conversion tools. “We will convert your entire
database to an Oracle Server or Microsoft SQL server/DB2/My-SQL server.
All your MS-Access Forms, Export and Report would be smoothly
migrated into an advanced web design and the web application can be
easily hosted in Cloud or your local network. There is no need of
distribution of software &Office licenses to access the converted
database. As we work with our own framework we are able to help our
clients with competitive rates. Moreover, the version 2 of our latest .Net
MS-Access web-controls enables us to provide a faster service with the
same functionality as of the desktop application of MS-Access database.
One of the best parts about our service is that we design the converted
website with convenient cross platform functionality so that it can easily
run on any browsing device. Our website also supports touchscreen
functionality for further convenience of the users.” Antrow now also
supports all the major cloud solutions like AWS (Amazon web services),
Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud services. To check the demo of the
conversion service, visit https://www.antrow.com.

